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Abstract We compute the total amount of entanglement
produced between momentum modes at late times after a
smooth mass quench in free bosonic and fermionic quan-
tum field theories. The entanglement and Rényi entropies are
obtained in closed form as a function of the parameters char-
acterizing the quench protocol. For bosons, we show that the
entanglement production is more significant for light modes
and for fast quenches. In particular, infinitely slow or adia-
batic quenches do not produce any entanglement. Depend-
ing on the quench profile, the decrease as a function of the
quench rate δt can be either monotonic or oscillating. In the
fermionic case the situation is more subtle and there is a criti-
cal value for the quench amplitude above which this behavior
is changed and the entropies become peaked at intermediate
values of momentum and of the quench rate. We also show
that the results agree with the predictions of a Generalized
Gibbs Ensemble and obtain explicitly its parameters in terms
of the quench data.

1 Introduction

A quantum quench is one of the simplest protocols to put a
quantum system away from equilibrium. The typical setup is
to prepare a state at some initial time slice (e.g., the ground
state of a Hamiltonian H0) and suddenly let it evolve in time
with a different Hamiltonian H1 which acts on this state in a
non-trivial way. The problem can be equivalently formulated
as that of a time-dependent Hamiltonian H(t) that changes
from H0 to H1 as one of its parameters change in time. This
has the advantage of allowing smooth transitions that happen
within a finite time scale δt rather than instantaneously. In
any case, one is usually interested in the dynamics of various
physical observables such as correlation functions and entan-
glement measures during the process. The study of quenches
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provides a window to explore a number of important ques-
tions concerning the non-equilibrium quantum dynamics,
such as the mechanism underlying thermalization (or not) of
isolated systems [1]. It has attracted increasingly more atten-
tion due to recent developments in cold atom physics that
made possible to experimentally probe the real-time dynam-
ics following a quantum quench [2].

A special class of quenches that admits many exact results
is that of mass quenches in free quantum field theories. The
simplest example is that of a free massless boson with action

I = 1

2

∫
dd x

[
(∂φ)2 − m(t)2φ2

]
, (1)

wherem(t)2 is a smooth function that asymptotes to constant
values m2

in and m2
out at t = −∞ and t = +∞, respectively,

changing in time during a scale of roughly δt . This is to
be seen as a simple representative of the class of generic
quenches of scaling dimension � operators O�(x) in a con-
formal field theory (CFT) (here the massless scalar CFT, with
O� = φ2 and � = d−2

2 ). Smooth mass quenches of this
kind have been recently studied in the literature since certain
mass profilesm(t) are amenable to analytical solution for any
quench rate δt . The main reason behind that is the observation
that the problem can be equivalently understood as the one of
a standard (constant mass) quantum scalar field placed in an
cosmological background – more precisely the Friedmann–
Lemâitre–Robertson–Walker (FLRW) spacetime. The latter
has been studied back in the 70’s by Bernard and Duncan
[3,4], where mode solutions for some specific choices of
mass profiles were obtained and its quantization was per-
formed, so the results together with the intuition from quan-
tum field theory in curved spacetime can be adapted to under-
stand the mass quenches above. This approach has been used
in [5,6] to study the behaviour of 1-point functions following
the quench (see also [7–9] for related work).

Apart from local quantities such as one-point functions,
there are non-local quantities whose behaviour during a quan-
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tum quench is also of interest given that they can probe
the dynamics at different distance scales. These include the
entanglement entropy (EE)

S = − Tr(ρ log ρ), (2)

whereρ is the reduced density matrix of a given subsystem, or
the closely related one-parameter family of Rényi entropies

S(q) = 1

1 − q
log Tr(ρq) (3)

with 0 ≤ q < ∞ (q �= 1), which includes the EE as the lim-
iting case q → 1. Their time evolution has been thoroughly
studied in the literature for the case of spatial subregions (i.e.,
where the system is split in such a way that the degrees of
freedom live either inside or outside a given spatial region)
in a variety of models using CFT techniques [10], numerical
simulations [11], and holography [12,13]. The study of scal-
ing properties of the EE as a function of the quench rate δt
was recently initiated in [14] for the harmonic chain, where
the authors found consistence with the fast quench scaling
behaviour of correlation functions and with Kibble–Zurek
scaling in the appropriate regimes.

In the present paper, we focus instead onmomentum-space
entanglement. That is, we divide the Fock space in terms of
positive and negative-momentum modes of the quantum field
and calculate the entanglement production due to the quench
between a single mode and all the others (though we shall
see that only modes carrying opposite momenta are actually
entangled). We investigate mass quenches in both free scalar
and free fermion theories. The work follows the logic of [15]
(see also [16]), which discussed the entanglement produced
between momentum modes due to the expansion of the uni-
verse for a specific choice of FLRW scale factor. We will con-
sider the same choice, which in our case translates to mass-
increasing or mass-decreasing quenches, as well as another
class of quench profiles that recovers the initial mass at late
times. For previous work on momentum space entanglement
in quantum field theory we refer the reader to [17–19]; see
also [20,21] for similar work with spin chains.

An important aspect is that, unlike the majority of inter-
acting quantum systems which are known to thermalize after
a quench in the sense of approaching a thermal (or Gibbs)
ensemble at late times, integrable systems such as the free
field models studied here do not reach thermal equilibrium
in this usual sense. This is because they possess an infinite
number of conserved charges that conspire to constrain the
dynamics, a fact that was first observed experimentally in
[22] using a system of Bose gases in one dimension. How-
ever, later in [23] it was proposed that integrable systems do
thermalize in a broader sense to a new kind of equilibrium
state called the Generalized Gibbs Ensemble (GGE) (see,

e.g., [24] for a review and validity checks for a variety of 1D
systems). Having that in mind, we will also show that our
results for the entanglement production precisely match the
GGE prediction and, moreover, that the parameters character-
izing this ensemble can be expressed in closed form in terms
of the parameters defining the quench protocol. This rein-
forces the relevance of considering momentum-space entan-
glement as an interesting probe of thermalization of quantum
systems. Unlike its real-space counterpart, the entanglement
between momentum modes is not tied to any particular spatial
sub-region of the system, so one should expect it to capture
different physics characterized by non-local correlations in
real space. It is worth to recall that the most accepted expla-
nation for the spreading of real-space entanglement after a
quench relies on the quasi-particle picture introduced in [10],
where it is assumed that pairs of quasi-particles with opposite
momenta created within the correlation length are entangled,
while those far apart from each other are not. As these parti-
cles travel through the system, real-space entanglement hap-
pens to grow ballistically. This intuition is able to correctly
reproduce many of the qualitative features of the entangle-
ment dynamics, and has been used to derive new results [25].
From our calculations we can make this concrete by comput-
ing exactly how entangled the different particles produced are
as a function of the parameters controlling the quench, such as
its amplitude and speed. Hence, understanding the dynamics
of momentum-space entanglement may also shed light into
our understanding of how real-space entanglement grows.
The free field example is chosen for convenience, since it
is amenable to exact analytical results while still allowing
for interesting phenomena such as the approach to the GGE,
but we hope that our study can be a useful benchmark in
future studies of thermalization in more complicated inter-
acting models.

The paper is organized as follows. In Sect. 2, we review
the exact mode solutions and quantization of a free massive
scalar field in FLRW spacetime and show how a conformal
rescaling provides the solution to a mass quench in flat space-
time. In Sect. 3 we calculate the total amount of momen-
tum space entanglement produced by different quenches at
late times by following the same logic used in [15] for the
curved space picture. Section 4 presents the generalization
for a fermionic field, while Sect. 5 compares the results with
the prediction using a generalized Gibbs ensemble and shows
an explicit expression for it in terms of quench parameters.
Finally, Sect. 6 contains the closing remarks.

2 Smooth quantum quenches from FLRW fields

We begin by reviewing the connection between quantum
quenches and fields in an expanding spacetime initially raised
in [5,6]. A simple way to think of it is to start with the action
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for a real scalar field with mass m conformally coupled to a
curved background metric gμν(x) in any number d of space-
time dimensions,

I = 1

2

∫
dd x

√−g
(
gμν∇μϕ∇νϕ − m2ϕ2 − ξ Rϕ2

)
. (4)

Here, R = R[g] is the Ricci scalar curvature associated with
gμν . This gives rise to the equation of motion

(
�g + m2 + ξ R[g]

)
ϕ = 0. (5)

For the special choice of parameter

ξ = − d − 2

4(d − 1)
(6)

it is well-known [26] that the action in the massless case
(m = 0) is invariant under the Weyl rescaling

gμν(x) → 
(x)2gμν(x)

ϕ(x) → 
(x)−�ϕ(x) with � = d − 2

2
. (7)

At the level of the equation of motion this property is nicely
summarized by the following operator identity

�g + ξ R[g] −→ 
−�−2 (
�g + ξ R[g])
�, (8)

which shows that when acting on a scalar field that transforms
simultaneously as shown in (7) the equation is left invariant.

Such a symmetry is particularly useful for the purposes of
quantization of the field when the curved background gμν(x)
is a conformally flat spacetime, i.e., gμν(x) = 
(x)2ημν ,
since one can use a Weyl rescaling to map to the Minkowski
metric ημν and then resort to intuition from canonical field
quantization in flat spacetime.

The conformally flat background we shall be interested in
is the FLRW spacetime with vanishing spatial curvature. In
terms of the conformal time t the metric can be written as
gμν(t) = a(t)2ημν , i.e,

ds2 = a(t)2
[
− dt2 + dx2

]
, (9)

which describes a spatially homogeneous and isotropic
geometry that expands according to the scale factor a(t).
Unlike the massless case discussed above, the massive scalar
field action (4) does not remain invariant under Weyl rescal-
ings. In fact, by introducing the new scalar field φ according
to ϕ(t, x) ≡ a(t)−�φ(t, x) the action can be rewritten in
terms of the flat spacetime metric as

I = 1

2

∫
dd x

(
ημν∂μφ∂νφ − m(t)2φ2

)
(10)

(there is no Ricci scalar contribution since R[η] = 0) where

m(t)2 ≡ m2a(t)2. (11)

This is nothing but a quantum quench m(t) in the mass of a
scalar field in flat spacetime. Hence we see that the problem
of mass quenches in flat space can be recast as the “dual” or
equivalent problem of a (constant mass) conformally coupled
quantum scalar fieldϕ living in a curved FLRW background.1

Of course such a relation is not a peculiarity of mass
quenches. It is a straightforward exercise to check that a
general interaction term ∼ λϕn (n ≥ 2) in the action (4)
in FLRW gets mapped under the same Weyl rescaling to a
quench ∼ λ(t)φn of the transformed scalar field that lives in
flat space, with λ(t) ≡ λ a(t)n+(2−n)d/2. We are dealing here
with the special case of n = 2 only for practical reasons,
since the equation of motion is linear.

In flat spacetime, the canonical procedure for quantizing
fields [26] begins with first finding the positive-frequency
normal modes uk(t, x) ∼ ei (k·x−ωt) that solve the Klein–
Gordon equation in order to express the quantum field φ

in the basis formed by uk and its complex conjugate. Such
a meaningful classification into positive-frequency modes,
however, is only possible because flat spacetime admits a
timelike Killing vector field K ≡ ∂t whose corresponding
conservation law guarantees well-defined “energy” eigen-
values at any time, i.e., i ∂t uk = ω uk with ω ≥ 0. In FLRW
spacetime this timelike isometry K is clearly not present in
general since the metric (9) depends explicitly on time, so
the very first step of the quantization procedure seems to fail
once we go beyond the flat space scenario. This is a general
feature of curved spacetimes that can be boiled down to the
diffeomorphism invariance of general relativity, namely the
inexistence of a preferred time coordinate to which a mean-
ingful notion of energy can be associated.

Fortunately, this problem can be worked around at least
when the conformal factor a(t)2 in (9) asymptotically
approaches constant values as t goes to ±∞. In this case
a timelike Killing vector emerges asymptotically in the past
and future infinity and one can still make sense of the quanti-
zation procedure (i.e., asymptotic positive-frequency modes,
the vacuum state, particle excitations, and so on). This par-
ticular subset of FLRW spacetimes will be the one of interest
in the following. Besides this technical reason, incidentally
it turns out to be a useful toy model from the point of view
of mass quenches, where well-defined initial and final equi-
librium states before and after the quench are required. It is
important to stress though that it has little relevance from the
perspective of cosmology, where none of the relevant scale
factors a(t) happens to saturate to constant values.

1 Actually in d = 2 the conformal coupling (6) vanishes, so the FLRW
scalar field has the usual minimal coupling.
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We will be interested in two representative cases where
the mass profile m(t) = m a(t) allows for exact solutions,
but before particularizing to specific choices of m(t) let us
first sketch the general strategy (see next section for explicit
expressions in the cases of interest).

The Klein–Gordon equation arising from (10) is [−∂2
t +

∂2
x + m(t)2]φ = 0. On the grounds of translation invariance

in the spatial directions one can seek for normal modes of
the Fourier form uk(t, x) = (2π)−(d−1)/2ei k·xχk(t), where
k ∈ R

d−1 is the spatial momentum.2 The mode functions
χk(t) are easily shown to satisfy a simple harmonic oscilla-
tor equation with a time-dependent fundamental frequency,
namely

d2χk

dt2 +
[
k2 + m(t)2

]
χk = 0. (12)

Different solutions can be found depending on the bound-
ary conditions imposed. The ones behaving as positive-
frequency ∼ 1√

2ωin
e−i ωint at early times t → −∞

are referred to as “pre-quench” modes or simply “in”
modes χ in

k (t) (borrowing terminology from the curved space
description), while the ones that behave as positive-frequency
∼ 1√

2ωout
e−i ωoutt at late times t → +∞ are called “post-

quench” or “out” modes χout
k (t). Both constitute equally

good basis functions in terms of which the field φ can be
expressed, i.e.,

φ(t, x) =
∫

dd−1k
(2π)d−1 ei k·x [

ain
k χ in

k (t) + a† in
−k χ∗ in

−k (t)
]

=
∫

dd−1k
(2π)d−1 ei k·x [

aout
k χout

k (t) + a† out
−k χ∗ out

−k (t)
]
,

(13)

so they must be related by a Bogoliubov transformation.
Translational invariance of the model in the spatial directions
ensures that this transformation is of the following block-
diagonal form

χ in
k = αk χout

k + βk χ∗ out
−k (14)

with coefficients αk, βk to be determined. Accordingly, it
follows from (13) and (14) that the operators ak, a

†
k in both

bases relate as

ain
k = α∗

−k a
out
k − β∗

−k a
† out
−k

aout
k = αk a

in
k + β∗

−k a
† in
−k . (15)

2 Sometimes for a better handling of UV divergences it is convenient to
restrict k to a finite range such as a torus Sd−1 of length L (i.e., taking
ki ∈ [0, L] with periodic boundary conditions at the two extrema). We
will be implicitly doing this in the following when writing for instance
Kronecker deltas δkk′ instead of Dirac ones, which serves well our
physical purposes here without unnecessary technical complications of
dealing with infinities.

The quantization of φ then proceeds by postulating
the standard creation/annihilation algebra for the operators
ak, a

†
k (either “in” or “out” ones),

[
ak, a

†
k′
]

= δkk′ ,
[
ak, ak′

] =
[
a†
k, a

†
k′
]

= 0. (16)

Annihilation by the operator ain
k defines the vacuum state

|0in〉 interpreted as the state with no particles as seen by an
observer at t = −∞, or before the quench, i.e.,

ain
k |0in〉 = 0 ∀k. (17)

Acting on it with a† in
k we can construct particle states of

the “in” type carrying momenta k and energy ωin. Similarly,
annihilation by aout

k defines another vacuum state |0out〉 that
now has no particles according to an observer at t = +∞ or
after the quench,

aout
k |0out〉 = 0 ∀k, (18)

from which we obtain particle states of the “out”
type carrying momenta k and energy ωout through the action
of a† out

k .
The crucial fact here with no analog in the constant mass

case is that even the notion of particles in the present case
is time-dependent, not universal. From the equivalent point
of view of quantum fields in FLRW spacetime this is just
the well-accepted statement that the definition of particles
is observer-dependent in a curved space. Intuitively, this
property is already manifested above in the fact that parti-
cle excitations experienced by the two different asymptotic
observers carry different energies ωin �= ωout, or by the fact
that |0out〉 is not annihilated by ain

k (and vice-versa). Indeed, a
no-particle state for one observer can look like a complicated
particle bath as told by the other. For instance, the number
of particle excitations carrying momentum k counted by an
asymptotic observer at past infinity (using the number oper-
ator N in

k ≡ a† in
k ain

k ) obviously vanishes in the “in” vacuum,
〈0in|N in

k |0in〉 = 0, while (by virtue of (15)) it is non-zero in
the “out” vacuum,

〈0out|N in
k |0out〉 = |βk|2. (19)

This phenomenon is often referred in the general relativity
literature as particle production by the gravitational field. In
the quench picture it states that, from the point of view of the
initial observer, the full process of quenching the scalar field
mass from min to mout has produced a bath of |βk|2 particles
carrying momentum k.

It is interesting to note that after using the mode expansion
(13) the momentum space Hamiltonian describing the mass
quench above reads
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H = 1

2

∫
dd−1k

[
2

(
|χ̇k|2 + ω2

k|χk|2
)
a†
kak

+
(
χ̇2
k + ω2

kχ
2
k

)
aka−k

+
(
χ̇∗
k

2 + ω2
kχ

∗
k

2
)
a†
ka

†
−k

]
+ E0, (20)

where χk here can be either the “in” or “out” modes, E0 ≡
1
2

∫
dd−1k (|χ̇k|2 +ω2

k|χk|2) is the vacuum energy contribu-
tion, and ωk(t)2 ≡ k2 + m(t)2. We see that, in the presence
of the quench m(t), in addition to the usual particle num-
ber piece ∼ a†

kak the Hamiltonian contains also interaction
terms between opposite momentum modes k and −k. Such
terms disappear when m(t) = const, where the modes are
simply χk(t) = 1√

2ωk
e−i ωk t and H reduces to its standard

form H = ∫
dd−1kωka

†
kak + E0.

Equation (20) suggests that it might be interesting to split
the Fock space into k and −k modes and calculate the entan-
glement properties of this bipartite system. This shall be done
in Sect. 3, but first let us illustrate the results above explicitly
for the two cases of interest.

2.1 Two specific quench profiles

2.1.1 Tanh profile

The first quench profile of interest is

m(t)2 = 1

2

(
m2

out + m2
in

)
+ 1

2

(
m2

out − m2
in

)
tanh

t

δt
, (21)

which smoothly interpolates (during a time scale of roughly
δt) from an initial “pre-quench” value m2

in at t = −∞
to another final “post-quench” value m2

out at t = +∞.
This is reminiscent of the massive scalar field
model studied in [3,4], defined on a FLRW background
with scale factor a(t)2 = A + B tanh t

δt , where the cos-
mological parameters A and B are related to the quench data
by

m2
in = m2(A − B) m2

out = m2(A + B). (22)

The extreme limit of δt → ∞ corresponds to an infinitely
slow or adiabatic quench, while δt → 0 would correspond
to a step function or instantaneous quench profile of the type
discussed in [27,28]. For m2

out = m2
in (or B = 0) we recover

the static case of no quench.
The in and out mode solutions for this system were origi-

nally obtained in [29] and are given by

χ in
k (t)= 1√

2ωin
e−i ω+t−i ω−δt log(2 cosh t

δt ) 2F1

×
[

1 + i ω−δt; i ω−δt; 1 − i ωinδt;
1 + tanh t

δt

2

]

χout
k (t) = 1√

2ωout
e−i ω+t−i ω−δt log(2 cosh t

δt ) 2F1

×
[

1+i ω−δt; i ω−δt; 1+i ωoutδt;
1 − tanh t

δt

2

]
,

(23)

where 2F1[· · · ] is the hypergeometric function and we have
introduced the shorthand notation

ωin =
√
k2 + m2

in, ωout =
√
k2 + m2

out ,

and ω± = ωout ± ωin

2
. (24)

By working out well-known algebraic properties of the
hypergeometric functions that convert the argument z into
1 − z (here z = 1

2 (1 + tanh t
δt )), the Bogoliubov coefficients

(14) for the present model have been obtained in [4], namely

αk =
√

ωout

ωin

�(1 − i ωinδt) �(−i ωoutδt)

�(−i ω+δt) �(1 − i ω+δt)

βk =
√

ωout

ωin

�(1 − i ωinδt) �(i ωoutδt)

�(i ω−δt) �(1 + i ω−δt)
. (25)

In particular, their absolute values are easily checked to take
the simple forms

|αk|2 = 1 + |βk|2 = sinh2(πω+δt)

sinh(πωinδt) sinh(πωoutδt)
. (26)

An interesting limiting case is that of abrupt quenches
(δt → 0), where the Tanh profile (21) becomes the step
function m(t)2 = m2

inθ(−t) + m2
outθ(t) and the in and out

modes are simple plane waves with frequency ωin and ωout,
respectively. In this case the coefficients above simplify to

αinstant
k = ω+√

ωinωout
, β instant

k = ω−√
ωinωout

. (27)

2.1.2 Sech profile

The second quench of interest is the Gaussian-like profile

m(t)2 = m2
0 sech2

(
t

δt

)
, (28)

which has the same initial and final values of mass m2
0 and

was studied previously in [6]. The in and out solution read
[30]

χ in/out
k (t) = e−ikt

(
1 + e2t/δt

)μ

×
[
cin/out

1 e2ikt
2F1

(
μ, ikδt+μ, 1+ikδt,−e2t/δt

)

+cin/out
2 2F1

(
μ,−ikδt + μ, 1 − ikδt,−e2t/δt

)]
,

(29)
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where we have defined

μ =
1 +

√
4m2

0δt
2 + 1

2
. (30)

The Bogoliubov coefficients relating in and out solutions
are given by [30]

α (k) = �(1 + ikδt)�(ikδt)

�(ikδt − μ + 1)�(ikδt + μ)
(31)

β(k) = i sin (πμ) csch (πkδt) (32)

We will use these expressions to compute the entanglement
and Rényi entropies below.

3 Entanglement production by the quench

The goal of the present section is to study the total amount
of entanglement produced between scalar field modes by the
mass quenching process introduced above. The discussion
follows closely the one of [15]. In what follows, we will be
working in the Heisenberg picture, so states are not supposed
to change in time.

Let us first give a qualitative picture of what is going on
here before delving into the calculations. We have seen in last
section that there are two equally good bases in which one
can express the field, one adapted to early and the other to late
time observers. In the cosmological problem, both observers
use the same time coordinate t (defined by the metric (9))
since its tangent vector provides a timelike Killing vector
adapted to each of them. Given this time coordinate, both
observers can then define a local notion of particle excitation
and vacuum, which is valid only at either the asymptotic past
or future. That is why, even by working in the Heisenberg
picture, we are able to talk about particle and entanglement
production after the expansion of the universe.

The same reasoning translates directly to the problem of
quantum quenches, which does not involve curved space-
times at all (it is defined in flat spacetime) but we know to be
equivalent to a FLRW field. Now, both the pre-quench and
post-quench observers use the same time coordinate t associ-
ated to some inertial reference system. But if an experimenter
preparing the state at early times is to have a meaningful
notion of particles, he or she must use the in-modes, while
an observer who will analyze the system at late times, after
the quench is finished, naturally picks the out-modes. As a
result, we will now show that an initial product state (with
respect to positive and negative-momentum bipartitioning of
the Fock space) is seen by the post-quench observer as entan-
gled. This entanglement production is obviously tied to our
time-dependent Hamiltonian (even though the states do not

evolve in time), since the in and out solutions are obtained
from it.

We now provide the details for the argument above. As
suggested by (20), opposite momentum modes k and −k
provide a natural splitting of the Fock space which can be
used to explore entanglement properties of the model. For
simplicity it is assumed that the initial state is the vacuum
|0in〉 of the Hamiltonian with massm2

in , which can be thought
of as the state3

|0in〉 =
⊗
k

|0ink0in−k 〉 (33)

having zero excitation number in any of the momentum
modes (as told by the pre-quench observer).4

Since the Bogoliubov transformation (14) only mixes
opposite momenta k and −k, each fixed k piece of (33)
admits the following Schmidt decomposition in terms of the
out basis

|0ink 0in−k 〉 =
∞∑
n=0

cn|noutk nout−k 〉, (34)

where the coefficients are all real and nout labels the excita-
tion number according to a post-quench observer. An explicit
expression for the cn can be obtained by applying (15) to (34),
i.e., (notice from (25) that α−k = αk and β−k = βk)

0 = ain
k |0ink 0in−k 〉

=
∞∑
n=0

(α∗
kcn+1 − β∗

kcn)
√
nout + 1 |noutk (nout + 1)−k〉,

(35)

which is solved by

cn =
(

β∗
k

α∗
k

)n

c0. (36)

The remaining coefficient c0 is fixed by requiring (34) to have
unit norm, namely

c0 =
√

1 −
∣∣∣∣βk

αk

∣∣∣∣
2

. (37)

Therefore we see that the in-vacuum (33), which was per-
ceived at initial times as a simple product (i.e., unentangled)

3 Strictly speaking, the product over momentum modes above is not
well-defined since the momentum k is a continuum variable. The way
to make sense of it is by restricting k to a compact space (e.g., using
periodic boundary conditions) as mentioned previously. Anyway, none
of the conclusions below are affected by this subtlety.
4 Here we are using the shorthand notation |nink nin−k 〉 ≡ |nink 〉 ⊗
|nin−k 〉 for tensor products between states belonging to subspaces with
opposite momenta ±k (and similarly for “out” states).
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state of opposite-momentum modes, is seen by a post-quench
observer as a highly entangled state made of infinitely many
particle excitations of the out type, with the Schmidt coeffi-
cients determined by the Bogoliubov ones αk, βk.

We can now proceed to quantify how much entanglement
has been produced by the quench. We focus on a single pair
of modes (k,−k), since opposite-momenta are the only case
allowed by the Bogoliubov mode mixing and the result for
multiple pairs of modes is easily obtained from this. The den-
sity matrix for our bipartite system of opposite momentum
modes is therefore5

ρ = |0ink 0in−k 〉〈0ink 0in−k |

=
∞∑
n=0

|cn|2 |noutk nout−k 〉〈noutk nout−k |. (38)

This will be the state at any time and the physical properties
of pre- or post-quench stages are entirely encoded in which
basis of the Hilbert space we decide to use. In order to obtain
the entanglement produced between the modes at the end of
the process, we need to trace out with respect to the out-basis
the negative-momentum modes to obtain the reduced state

ρk ≡ Tr{−k} ρ =
∞∑
n=0

|cn|2 |noutk 〉〈noutk | (39)

describing the positive-momentum ones. Notice that had we
traced out with respect to the in-basis we would have obtained
the unentangled state ρk = |0ink 〉〈0ink |.

The Rényi entropies (3) can be used to quantify the amount
of entanglement between the modes k and −k. They are
constructed from the reduced state ρk as

S(q)

k = 1

1 − q
log Tr{k} ρ

q
k = 1

1 − q
log

∞∑
n=0

|cn|2q . (40)

From (36) and (37) it is seen that |cn|2 depends on the index
n essentially as a power law, i.e.,

|cn|2 = γ n
B (1 − γB) (41)

where we have introduced the parameter 6

γB ≡
∣∣∣∣βk

αk

∣∣∣∣
2

(0 ≤ γB < 1) (42)

and used (26) in the second equality to put it into a compact
form. The summation over n thus becomes just a geomet-
ric series which is easily carried out to yield the following

5 The proper way to construct it is by tracing out all momentum modes
in the initial vacuum (33) except k, which is a trivial operation giving
an overall factor of unity for each mode and yielding (38) at the end.
6 The subscript B stands for “boson”, to be contrasted with the
fermionic case in the next section.

closed-form expression for the Renyi entropies

S(q)

k = 1

1 − q
log

(1 − γB)
q

1 − γB
q

. (43)

In particular, the limit q → 1 gives the entanglement entropy
Sk = − Tr{k}(ρk log ρk), namely

Sk ≡ lim
q→1

S(q)

k = log
γ

γB/(γB−1)
B

1 − γB

. (44)

This agrees exactly with the expression originally obtained
in [15] in the context of a scalar field in a cosmological setup.

It is important to notice that tracing out the positive
momentum modes instead of negative ones in (39) would
yield the same Renyi and entanglement entropies as long as
the full density matrix ρ is a pure state, since in this case
the Schmidt form (38) guarantees the two reduced density
matrices ρk and ρ−k to have the same eigenvalues |cn|2.

The entropies (43) and (44) quantify the total amount of
entanglement produced at late times by the quench. They
depend on the quench rate δt , on the mode k, and on the
masses m2

in ,m2
out or m2

0 for the Tanh or Sech profile, respec-
tively. But the dependence on these four physical parameters
is of a very peculiar kind: only combined inside the single
parameter γB defined in (42). In this sense, γB contains all the
information concerning the late-time entanglement between
opposite-momentum modes. Its explicit form for the Tanh
and Sech profiles introduced in Sect. 2 is readily found from
(26) and (31), namely

γ
(tanh)
B = sinh2(πω−δt)

sinh2(πω+δt)

γ
(sech)
B = 2 sin2 (πμ)

cosh (2kπδt) − cos (2πμ)
. (45)

with μ given by (30). Both S(q)

k and Sk are monotonically
increasing functions of γB , so they can be inverted to yield
γB(S), as noticed in [15]. This is rather interesting, meaning
that the quench protocol m(t) can in principle be fully recon-
structed only from entanglement data. The expression for the
EE is too complicated to invert and find γB(S) analytically,
but for the Renyi’s the situation is simple enough so that this
can be done, namely, all we have to do is solve for γB the
q-th order equation

(1 − γB)
q − sq(1 − γ

q
B ) = 0, (46)

with sq ≡ e(1−q)S(q)

k . The second Renyi entropy provides the
simplest example,

γB = 1 − e−S(2)
k

1 + e−S(2)
k

. (47)
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0 1 2 3
0

0.5

1

k

S
q

Fig. 1 k-dependence of the entanglement entropy Sk (blue top) and
the Rényi entropies S(q)

k with q = 2, 3, 4, 5 (from top yellow to bot-
tom purple) produced by the tanh mass quench for a fixed quench rate
δt = 0.1. The black dashed curve shows the corresponding particle
production rate |βk |2 discussed in (19). In the plot we have set m2

in = 1
and m2

out = 4, but the shape of the plots remains unchanged for other
values. The magnitude of the entropies is controlled by the mass dif-
ference δm2 = m2

out − m2
in , namely it grows as δm2 is increased (the

precise proportionality law is not known though)

In any case, having obtained γB = γB(S) should be enough
to express the quench parameters in terms of it using the
definition (42).

The physical interest, however, is on the k- and δt-
dependence of the entropies themselves, which we now ana-
lyze in detail.

3.1 Tanh profile

We start with the Tanh profile. Since γB is symmetric under
ωin ↔ ωout one can choose to focus on quenches that increase
the mass, i.e., m2

out > m2
in .7 An interesting special case is

that of m2
in = 0, where the pre-quench Hamiltonian is that

of a conformal field theory (the free massless boson). In the
following we shall limit our numerical analysis to the entan-
glement entropy and the first few integer Rényi entropies
(q = 2, 3, 4, 5).

For a fixed quench rate δt , all the entropies decrease
monotonically with k ≡ |k| as shown in Fig. 1. This shows
that more entanglement is produced between IR (low k)
modes than between UV (high k) modes. The magnitude
of the entropies is proportional to the mass difference δm2 =
m2

out −m2
in between the initial and the final states. The max-

imal value corresponds to quenches that start from the mass-
less boson CFT, although this case is subtle since there is
formally a divergent zero mode contribution ∼ log 1/k at
k = 0. In practice we can simply ignore this fact since in this
case there is no (k,−k) splitting of modes at all to begin with.

7 When m2
in = m2

out , γB vanishes and there is no entropy production,
which is trivial since in this case there is no quenching at all (see (21)).

0 1 2
0

0.4

0.8

δ t

S
q

Fig. 2 Entanglement entropy Sk (blue) and the Rényi entropies S(q)

k
with q = 2, 3, 4, 5 (from top yellow to bottom purple) as functions of
the quench rate δt . The black dashed curve shows the corresponding
particle production rate |βk |2 discussed in (19). For the plot we fix a
single mode k = 0.5 and m2

in = 0.5,m2
out = 2, but the behavior is

qualitatively the same for other values

Let us recall that the usual upper bound SEE ≤ log dim(H)

for the EE is infinite here since the Hilbert space for the
reduced state ρk is infinite-dimensional, so there is nothing
contradictory about the fact illustrated in the plot that the EE
is not limited from above.

Figure 2 illustrates the dependence of the entropies on
the time scale δt for a single mode k. It becomes clear
that faster quenches produce more mode entanglement than
slower ones. In particular, as δt grows all curves approach
zero asymptotically, indicating that infinitely slow or adi-
abatic quenches (those with δt → ∞) do not create any
entanglement between field modes.

3.2 Sech profile

For the case of the Sech profile, we plot the results on Figs. 3
and 4. By fixing δt andm0, we see that all Rényi and entangle-
ment entropies decrease monotonically with k. That is, light
degrees of freedom are more entangled than heavy ones, sim-
ilarly to the Tanh profile case. However,there is an interesting
difference when fixing k and exploring the δt dependence, as
shown in Fig. 4. The entanglement does not decrease mono-
tonically as in the Tanh profile case, but rather oscillates with
an amplitude that decreases as δt increases. The origin of
this oscillatory behavior can be seen in (45). Also, notice
that again there is a divergence as k approaches zero that we
should not worry about as we commented above for the Tanh
profile.

3.3 Entanglement per particle

It is also interesting to consider the ratio of the entanglement
production by the number of particles as a function of δt , for
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0

1

2

3

k

S
q

Fig. 3 k-dependence of the entanglement entropy Sk (blue) and the
Rényi entropies S(q)

k with q = 2, 3, 4, 5 (from top yellow to bottom
purple) produced by the sech mass quench for a fixed quench rate
δt = 0.1. The black dashed curve shows the corresponding particle
production rate |βk |2 discussed in (19). In the plot we have set m0 = 2,
but the shape of the plots remains unchanged for other values

fixed k, and as a function of k for fixed δt . This is presented
in the Figs. 5 and 6 below for both the Tanh and Sech profiles.
It is important to note that this ratio is not constant, besides
our earlier remarks that both quantities behave qualitatively
similar as a function of the various quench parameters.

4 Fermionic case

A completely analogous construction holds for the case of a
mass quench of free Dirac fermions. At the level of equation
of motion, the problem amounts to solving the Dirac equation
with a time-dependent mass,

[
i γ μ∂μ + m(t)

]
ψ = 0, (48)

subject to appropriate boundary conditions that allow the
identification of positive-frequency modes and asymptotic
observers to proceed with the quantization of the model.
Here, γ μ are the usual Dirac matrices in d-dimensional flat
spacetime, defined by the Clifford algebra {γ μ, γ ν} = 2ημν .
Just as in the bosonic case, the same equation appears when
one analyzes a free fermion with constant mass m placed on
a curved FLRW spacetime. Specifically, the Dirac equation
for such a fermion � minimally coupled to gravity reads

[
i γ̄ μ(∂μ − �μ) + m

]
� = 0, (49)

where γ̄ μ are curved space Dirac matrices (satisfying
{γ̄ μ, γ̄ ν} = 2gμν) and �μ the spinorial affine connection
associated to the FLRW metric gμν . By performing the con-
formal rescaling

� ≡ a(t)
1−d

2 ψ (50)

together with gμν = a(t)2ημν we get equation (48) for the
transformed fermion ψ that lives in flat spacetime, where the
quench profile is related to the cosmological scale factor by

m(t) = m a(t). (51)

Analytical mode solutions to (48) have been worked out in
[4] for an exactly solvable FLRW model that we now briefly
review with appropriate adaptations in order to translate the
results for our case of interest, the problem of mass quenches.
The model is characterized by the mass profile

m (t) = 1

2
(mout + min) + 1

2
(mout − min) tanh

t

δt
, (52)

0 1 2 3 4 5
0

1

2

3

4

δ t

S
q

0 1 2
0

0.05

0.1

δ t

S
q

(a) (b)

Fig. 4 Entanglement entropy Sk (blue) and the Rényi entropies S(q)

k
with q = 2, 3, 4, 5 (from top yellow to bottom purple) as functions of
the quench rate δt . The black dashed curve shows the corresponding
particle production rate |βk |2 discussed in (19). The mass is fixed to be

m0 = 1. (a) shows the result for low–k modes (k = 0.2 here), where the
oscillatory behavior is more pronounced, while (b) shows the behavior
for heavy modes (k = 3 here) where the oscillations are suppressed and
the entropies drop quickly to zero
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Fig. 5 Entanglement per particle produced by the Tanh quench as told
by the Entanglement entropy Sk (blue) and the Rényi entropies S(q)

k
with q = 2, 3, 4, 5 (from top yellow to bottom purple) as functions of

the quench rate δt and of the momentum k. The parameters are fixed
exactly as in Fig. 2
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δ t
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Fig. 6 Entanglement per particle produced by the Sech quench as told
by the Entanglement entropy Sk (blue) and the Rényi entropies S(q)

k
with q = 2, 3, 4, 5 (from top yellow to bottom purple) as functions of

the quench rate δt and of the momentum k. The parameters are fixed
exactly as in Figs. 3 and 4

which is morally the same as (21) in the bosonic case (but
notice that here the tanh profile is for m(t), while in that case
it was for m(t)2).8 Translational symmetry in the spacelike
directions allows the ansatz

ψk(t, x) =
[
γ 0∂t + i γ · k − m(t)

]
ei k·xφk(t), (53)

where the function φk(t) can be checked to satisfy

φ̈k +
[
k2 + m(t)2 + γ 0ṁ(t)

]
φk = 0. (54)

8 Equivalently, from the curved spacetime point of view the bosonic
mass profile (21) corresponds to a FLRW metric with scale factor a(t) =√
A + B tanh t

δt while the fermionic one (52) to a(t) = A + B tanh t
δt

(with the cosmological parameters A, B related to the ratios min
m , mout

m
as in (22)).

Notice the strong parallel with (12). One subtlety, however, is
that φk here has d components and this is a matrix equation.
Writing

φk(t) = φ
(+)
k (t) v(0, λ) + φ

(−)
k (t) u(0, λ) (55)

where v(0, λ), u(0, λ) are constant zero-momentum eigen-
spinors of γ 0 with opposite eigenvalues ±i ,

γ 0u(0, λ) = −i u(0, λ)

γ 0v(0, λ) = i v(0, λ), (56)

it follows that the scalar functions φ
(±)
k also satisfy a har-

monic oscillator equation similar to (12), but now with
an imaginary contribution to the time-dependent oscillator
mass. The solutions with “in” and “out” boundary condi-
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tions at t = ±∞, i.e., behaving as positive-frequency for
pre-quench and post-quench observers respectively, are the
following

φ
in (±)
k = Kin e

−i ω+t−i ω−δt log(2 cosh t
δt )2F1

×
[

1 + i
(
ω− ± δm

2

)
δt, i

(
ω− ∓ δm

2

)
δt; 1

−ωinδt; 1 + tanh t
δt

2

]

φ
out (±)
k = Kout e

−i ω+t−i ω−δt log(2 cosh t
δt )2F1

×
[

1 + i
(
ω− ± δm

2

)
δt, i

(
ω− ∓ δm

2

)
δt; 1

+ωoutδt; 1 − tanh t
δt

2

]
(57)

where ωin, ωout are the same as previously defined in (24)
and we have introduced

δm = mout − min, Kin/out = − 1

|k|
√

ωin/out − min/out

2min/out
.

(58)

The general solution for the fermion ψ can then be written
as

ψ(x) = 1

(2π)(d−1)/2

∫
dd−1k

√
min

ωin

λmax∑
λ=1

[
ain
k,λU

in
k,λ(t, x)

+ bin †
k,λV

in
k,λ(t, x)

]
, (59)

with the sum over the spinor index running up to λmax =
2d/2−1 for d even and 2(d−3)/2 for d odd, and the curved
space spinor mode solutions

U in
k,λ(t, x) ≡ [−i ∂t + i k · γ

−m(t)
]
φ

in,(−)
k ei k·x u(0, λ) (60)

V in
k,λ(t, x) ≡ [

i ∂t − i k · γ

−m(t)
]
φ

in,(+)∗
k e−i k·x v(0, λ). (61)

Of course there are analogous expressions for the out modes
as well.

A special property of this exactly solvable model, as in
the bosonic case, is that the Bogoliubov transformation con-
necting pre-quench and post-quench modes is diagonal in
momentum space. In terms of the functions φ

(±)
k it takes the

simple form

φ
in,(±)
k = α±

k φ
out,(±)
k + β±

k φ
out,(∓)∗
k (62)

that allows us to relate the corresponding creation and anni-
hilation operators as

aout
k,λ =

√
min ωout

mout ωin

Kin

Kout

(
α

(−)
k ain

k,λ

+β
(−)∗
k

∑
λ′

Xλ,λ′(−k)bin †
−k,λ′

)

bout
k,λ =

√
min ωout

mout ωin

Kin

Kout

(
α

(−)
k bin

k,λ

+β
(−)∗
k

∑
λ′

Xλ,λ′(−k)ain †
−k,λ′

)
. (63)

Here,

Xλ,λ′(−k) = −2mout Kout ūout(−k, λ′) v(0, λ) (64)

and ūout(k, λ) ≡ i u†
out (k, λ) γ 0 refers to the polarization λ

and momentum k spinor

uout (k, λ) = Kout
(
i γ μkμ − m

)
u (0, λ) . (65)

The Bogoliubov coefficients above are known analytically
[4], namely

α±
k = � (1 − i ωinδt) � (−i ωoutδt)

� (1 − i ω+δt ± i δm δt/2) � (−i ω+δt ∓ i δm δt/2)

β±
k = � (1 − i ωinδt) � (i ωoutδt)

� (1 + i ω−δt ± i δm δt/2) � (i ω−δt ∓ i δm δt/2)
.

(66)

With the definitions above we can now proceed as in the
previous section and calculate the entanglement production
between opposite momentum modes of the fermionic field
due the mass quench. We focus on d = 1 + 1 dimensions,
where the sum over λ in (59) runs over a single value and
considerably simplifies the analysis (also, since the spatial
momentum k has only one component it can be denoted sim-
ply by k). A similar analysis has been carried out in [16]
where the idea was to quantify the entanglement production
for a fermionic system due to the cosmological expansion of
the FLRW spacetime.

The pre-quench vacuum is defined by

ain
k,λ |0in〉 = bin

k,λ |0in〉 = 0 (67)

and the post-quench one |0out〉 can be defined in a sim-
ilar way. The Fock space can again be split into oppo-
site momentum modes ±k, e.g. |0in〉 = ⊗k |0ink 0in−k 〉, and
since the Bogoliubov transformation (62) between in and
out creation/annihilation operators only mixes k and −k
modes one can repeat the steps done previously and express
the initial vacuum in terms of the out basis. The result takes
the form
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|0in〉 =
⊗
k

1√
1 + |θF |2

(|0outk , 0out−k 〉 − θF |1outk , 1out−k 〉
)
,

(68)

with

θF ≡ β−∗
k

α−∗
k

mout

|k|
(

1 − ωout

mout

)
. (69)

Here, |1outk , 1out−k 〉 ≡ aout †
k,λ bout †

−k,λ|0〉out denotes the state
containing a particle with momentum k and an antiparti-
cle with momentum −k as told by the late time observer.
Therefore, we see that the initial vacuum is populated by
particle-antiparticle pairs of the out type carrying opposite
momenta. This should be contrasted with (68) for bosons,
in which case there was an infinite tower of multiparticle
excitations thanks to the absence of Pauli’s principle in that
case.

The density matrix corresponding to the in vacuum state
is simply ρ = |0in〉〈0in| with |0in〉 expressed in terms of the
out basis by (68). By focusing on a particular pair (k,−k)
of momentum modes and tracing out all the antiparticles, we
get the very simple reduced state

ρk ≡ 1

1 + γF

( |0outk 〉〈0outk | + γF |1outk 〉〈1outk |
)
, (70)

where we have introduced the parameter

γF ≡ |θF |2 = (ω− − δm/2)(ω+ − δm/2)

(ω− + δm/2)(ω+ + δm/2)

× sinh
[
πδt (ω− + δm/2)

]
sinh

[
πδt (ω− − δm/2)

]
sinh

[
πδt (ω+ + δm/2)

]
sinh

[
πδt (ω+ − δm/2)

]
(71)

and used (66) to simplify it. This is the fermionic analog of
γB in the bosonic case (see (42)).

At this point the technical difficulties of solving the Dirac
equation with a time-dependent mass faced above really pay
off when it comes to calculating the entanglement proper-
ties: the reduced state (70) is just a two-dimensional diagonal
matrix (compare with the infinite sum over occupation num-
bers in (39)). The Rényi entropies of order q are immediately
found to be

S(q)
k ≡ 1

1 − q
log

[
1 + γF

q

(1 + γF)
q

]
, (72)

and taking the limit q → 1 we obtain the entanglement
entropy

Sk = lim
q→1

S(q)
k = log

1 + γF

γ
γF/(γF+1)
F

. (73)

which agrees with the expression originally obtained in [16]
in the framework of an expanding spacetime. Notice that
the result for the entropies would have been the same had
we traced out the particles instead of the antiparticles in the
beginning, since the total state is pure.

The total amount of entanglement produced by the quench
at late times is measured by these entropies and depends on
the massesmin,mout, the mode k, and the time scale δt . Simi-
larly to the free boson case, it is fair to state that the parameter
γF encodes all the late-time entanglement properties between
opposite momentum modes. The resemblance between the
formulas (72), (73) and (43), (44) for the fermionic and
bosonic entropy production is striking. In fact, the expres-
sions for the Renyi entropies can be converted into minus
one another under γF ↔ −γB . Notice that this simple rela-
tion between the bosonic and fermionic Rényi entropies does
not commute with the limit q → 1, i.e., it is not shared by
the expressions for the EE.

The entropies are again monotonic functions of γF and
can be inverted to determine γF(S), i.e., the information con-
cerning mode entanglement is in principle enough to deter-
mine all the quench parameters. An important difference with
respect to the bosonic result, however, is that the EE in the
present case is limited from above by log 2 ≈ 0.7, since
the reduced state for particles with momentum k lives in
a two-dimensional Hilbert space. In particular, even when
one of the masses vanishes (i.e., when the quench crosses
a critical point) this upper bound prevents the occurrence
of the divergent zero mode contribution that takes place for
bosons. Another important difference is that now the expres-
sions are not symmetric under ωin ↔ ωout, so the behavior
for min > mout is distinct from min < mout (or δm > 0 and
< 0, respectively) and must be analyzed separately, as we
shall see.

Figure 7 shows the k-dependence of the EE and the second
Renyi entropy for a fixed quench rate δt . The lefthand side
figure corresponds to quenches that decrease the mass, while
the other two to increasing-mass quenches. For the former the
entropies are always monotonically decreasing functions of
k, showing that entanglement production is more noticeable
between IR modes. However, for the case of increasing-mass
quenches this is only true up to a critical value of δm (see
(b) and (c)). Above this critical value of δm this monotonic
behavior is broken as shown in the right figure. Interestingly,
this indicates that for large enough final masses the maximal
entanglement production is not achieved at IR modes but
rather at an intermediate momentum value k = kmax.

Figure 8 illustrates the dependence of the entropies on
the time scale δt . Cases (a), (b), (c) show the result for a
single mode k in a quench with δm < 0 (the former) and
δm > 0 (the latter two), respectively, while (d), (e), (f)
show the total entanglement produced in each of the two
situations, obtained after integration over all k ≥ 0 (this
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Fig. 7 k-dependence of the entanglement entropy Sk (blue) and the
second Renyi entropy S(2)

k (red) at a fixed quench rate δt = 1 for
fermionic mass quenches. (a) corresponds to quenches that decrease
the mass, while (b) and (c) to increasing mass. In the plots we have
set min = 1 and selected different values of mout (equivalently δm). In

(a), the values of mout grow from zero (top) to min (bottom); in (b), the
values of mout grow from min (bottom) up to a critical value m∗

out (top)
where the functions stop being monotonic (m∗

out ≈ 10 for the choice of
parameters mentioned above); then, in (c), mout keeps increasing above
this critical value as the curves go from left to right
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Fig. 8 Entanglement entropy Sk (blue) and the second Renyi entropy
S(2)
k (red) as functions of the quench rate δt for a particular mode k = 1.

(a) shows the result for quenches that decrease the mass, while (b) and
(c) for those that increase the mass. For the plots we have setmin = 1 and
chosen different values of mout in the same way as explained in Fig. 7.

The critical value separating the last two behaviors is m∗
out ≈ 2.4 for

the choice of parameters mentioned above. We also show in (d), (e),
and (f) the total left-right entropies obtained by integrating (a), (b), and
(c) over all momenta k ∈ [0,∞), respectively

is the left-right entropy studied, e.g., in [31]). We see that
in mass-decreasing quenches the entanglement production
is always bigger the faster the quench is done. For a sin-
gle mode k, this is still true for mass-increasing quenches
up to a limiting value δm∗ > 0 ((a) and (b)) but fails
to be true for deformations stronger than this (case (c)),

where maximum production is then achieved at an inter-
mediate value of δt . This unusual feature disappears when
one integrates over all modes k, as shown in (d). Notice
also that again adiabatic quenches do not produce any mode
entanglement, since all curves asymptote to zero as δt
grows.
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5 Connection with the generalized Gibbs ensemble

In this section, we will show that our above-mentioned results
for the Renyi and entanglement entropies agree with the pre-
dictions of a Generalized Gibbs Ensemble, showing that this
steady state correctly describes the late time dynamics after
smooth quenches even from the point of view of entangle-
ment measures (in addition to the well-understood case of
correlation functions).

Recall that while most quantum systems are known to
thermalize in the usual sense of approaching a Gibbs ensem-
ble at late times, integrable systems such as our free field
models thermalize in the more general sense of a General-
ized Gibbs Ensemble (GGE). The density matrix for a GGE
state is given by [23]

ρGGE = Z−1 e−∑
j λ j I j (74)

where {I j } denotes a full set of conserved charges, Z =
Tr

(
e−∑

j λ j I j
)

is the partition function, and {λ j } are

Lagrange multipliers, fixed by demanding that the GGE value
of the conserved charges coincides with their initial value,

Tr
(
ρGGE I j

) = 〈I j 〉initial. (75)

The precise statement about the equilibration of integrable
systems, therefore, is that expectation values of local oper-
ators in the model converge to their GGE ensemble values
at late times or, equivalently, that the reduced state of any
finite subsystem approaches the corresponding reduced den-
sity matrix of GGE.

The question remains of which integrals of motion should
appear in the GGE for a given model. For free boson theories
in 1 + 1 dimensions and Gaussian initial states (such as the
vacuum of quadratic Hamiltonians), it was shown in [32]
that a good choice for these operators is the particle number
Nk = a†

k ak at each momentum mode (the
∑

j then becomes∫
dk). In our case of interest (38), where we deal with a single

pair of modes (k,−k) in the out-basis, after tracing over all
the other irrelevant momenta to get a bunch of unit factors
the GGE is simply

ρGGE = 1

Z
e−λk N

out
k −λ−k N

out−k , (76)

where the partition function is

Z = Tr
(
e−λk N

out
k −λ−k N

out−k

)
= 1(

1 − e−λk
) (

1 − e−λ−k
) .

(77)

After tracing out the negative-momentum modes one is
left with the reduced GGE density matrix

ρGGEk = (
1 − e−λk

)
e−λk Nout

k (78)

describing the positive ones. The lagrange multipliers λk
are defined by the condition (75), namely Tr

(
ρGGEk N

out
k

) =
〈0in|N out

k |0in〉 ≡ nk , which gives

λk = log
nk + 1

nk
. (79)

Now it is straightforward to check (see (19) for a similar
calculation) that the occupation number nk is determined by
the Bogoliubov coefficient βk as nk = |βk |2, and using the
algebraic relation |βk |2 + 1 = |αk |2 (see (26)) we get

λk = − log γB, (80)

where γB is defined by (42). This is a remarkable result which
is worth emphasizing: the Lagrange multipliers that charac-
terize the GGE are completely determined by the quench
parameters m2

in,m2
out , δt and the momentum mode k via the

parameter γB . This gives support to the results of [33], where
thermalization to a GGE was argued to hold at the level of
two-point correlators.

Indeed, if we calculate the Renyi entropy associated to the
reduced GGE state (78) we obtain

S(q)
k = 1

1 − q
log

(
Tr ρGGEk

q) = 1

1 − q
log

(
1 − e−λk

)q
1 − e−λkq

,

(81)

which is in perfect agreement with our result (43) after iden-
tifying the parameters according to (80). This shows that the
GGE prediction for the late-time dynamics of free bosons
as proposed in [32] indeed works for our model (as told by
entanglement measures).

A similar construction should hold also for the fermionic
model, in which case the Lagrange multipliers characteriz-
ing the GGE would be fully determined by the fermionic
parameter γF of (71).

6 Conclusions

In this work, we have calculated the late-time entanglement
in momentum space produced after smooth mass quenches
for free scalar (in d dimensions) and fermion theories (in
1+1 dimensions). The strategy is inspired by [15,16], which
studied the entanglement production for quantum fields in
an expanding universe, and can be translated to the problem
of a quench through a Weyl rescaling of the field. The initial
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state was taken to be the vacuum as defined by a pre-quench
observer. As the quench is performed, particle excitations car-
rying all possible momentum modes are produced as told by a
post-quench observer. We then calculated the entanglement
and Rényi entropies between a single quantum field mode
k and its opposite mode carrying momentum −k, which is
the only non-trivial case in our exactly solvable model (i.e.,
no entanglement is produced between other pairs (k, k′) of
modes other than this). The results have simple analytical for-
mulas and are expressed in terms of a single parameter, γB

for bosons and γF for fermions, that encodes all the late-time
entanglement properties.

For (1 + 1)-dimensional bosons, we have shown that our
results match the predictions of a Generalized Gibbs Ensem-
ble where the conserved charges are taken to be the mode
number operators as defined by the post-quench observer,
namely N out

k = a† out
k aout

k (for all k). We were able to pre-
cisely calculate the Lagrange multipliers that characterize
the GGE in terms of the parametersmin,mout, δt defining the
quench, namely λk = − log γB . Hence, having fully specified
the GGE state, the long-time behavior of any local observ-
able after the quench can now be calculated (not only the
entanglement and Renyi entropies presented here).

In the bosonic case, for both the Tanh and the Sech mass
profiles, we saw that at any fixed quench rate δt more entan-
glement is produced between light modes (the ones carrying
small momentum k) than between heavy ones, as expected.
The entanglement production is monotonically decreasing
with k and its magnitude grows with the magnitude of the
quench, characterized by the absolute value of the difference
δm2 = m2

out − m2
in of the initial and final mass in Tanh

case and by m2
0 (the maximum value of the mass during the

quench) in the Sech case. The picture is qualitatively similar
to the particle production rate given by nk = |βk |2.

The dependence on δt for a given mode k is more inter-
esting: for both profiles it is true that more entanglement is
produced for faster quenches (small δt) with respect to slow
ones, while adiabatic quenches (δt → ∞) do not produce
entanglement at all. In particular, this means that, among all
the quenches reaching somem2

out �= 0, maximal entropy pro-
duction is achieved for the one that started from a CFT (i.e.,
m2

in = 0). However, for the Tanh profile the entanglement is
found to decrease monotonically as a function of δt , while for
the Sech profile the decrease is non-monotonic, being given
by damped oscillations modulated by k.

In the fermionic case the results are more subtle. First we
noted that the sign of δm = mout − min becomes important,
that is, the result here is not invariant under min ↔ mout and,
as a consequence, whether the quench increases or decreases
the mass has a significant impact on the final result. For a
fixed rate δt , and for a quench decreasing the mass, we find
a very similar result to that of the Tanh profile for bosons.
For quenches that increase the mass, however, the results

remain similar to that of bosons only up to a certain criti-
cal value δm∗, above which the entanglement ceases to be a
monotonic function of |k|. Instead, as we increase the mass
beyond this critical value, we observe a peak at some inter-
mediate value kmax that grows as δm grows. In other words,
for quenches that increase too much the mass it fails to be true
the statement that more entanglement is produced between
light modes. Also, for a particular mode k, the behaviour of
the entanglement and Rényi entropies as a function of δt has
the same features discussed in the last paragraph. Namely,
for quenches that decrease the mass the result is very similar
to the bosonic one, while for quenches that increase the mass
this holds true only up to a critical value δm∗ above which the
entropies cease to decrease monotonically with δt , becom-
ing instead peaked at an intermediate value. If we integrate
over all modes k to get the total entanglement production
the entropies remain monotonically decreasing, although for
δm > δm∗ we can still notice a small bump at an intermediate
value of δt .

We believe these results shall hold (at least qualitatively)
for generic mass quenches in free field theories, that is,
regardless of the precise form of the quench profile m(t).
For instance, we expect the same behavior as in the Tanh
case for any other quench profile that goes from the same
min to the same mout within a finite scale δt . This expecta-
tion is supported even by comparing the qualitative results
for the Tanh and the Sech profiles (which do not share the
same initial and final masses), namely the fact that the entan-
glement production is more significant for light modes and
faster quenches. Of course we have no formal proof of that,
but it would be very surprising if by simply changing m(t)
the k or δt dependence of the entropies happened to be qual-
itatively different.

As future prospects, one would like to perform similar cal-
culations for weakly coupled quantum field theories in order
to access how the presence of interactions modify the results.
Another interesting generalization would be a geometric pre-
scription for computing momentum-space entanglement in
AdS/CFT, by generalizing the Ryu–Takayanagi prescription
[34,35]) which is appropriate to deal only with real-space
entanglement entropy. This was already speculated on [36]
but the problem remains open. In fact, as discussed in [36],
one of the main difficulties for putting forward a holographic
proposal on momentum-space entanglement is the fact that
this quantity is not well studied on the field theory side (spe-
cially for interacting theories). Hence, we hope our work can
contribute to this issue.
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